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Taylor Power Systems, Inc., located in Clinton, Mississippi, has served its clients by providing a variety
of reliable power generating resources. TPS is a part of The Taylor Group of Companies and was
established by W. A. Taylor Jr. in 1986 to distribute industrial engines and manufacture generator sets.

Taylor Machine Works has been designing and building high quality industrial lift equipment for more than
90 years. Taylor Power Systems provides that same quality and integrity designing and building
dependable prime and stand-by power generation resources in a variety of challenging and critical
environments.

Taylor Power Systems main office and production facilities in Clinton, Mississippi, includes more than
37,600 sq. ft. of office, training, and engineering space and 300,000 sq. ft. of warehouse, service and
manufacturing space, giving TPS the technological resources to produce the finest electrical power
generating resources for a variety of different needs. Taylor generator sets have been awarded the
Underwriters Laboratories and ETL certifications.

Depending upon specific requirements, TPS provides power generating units with capacities from 9 kW
to 2000 kW and power units ranging from 25 BHP to 225 BHP; diesel and natural gas/LP engines are also
available. Control units with analog or digital configurations are rugged and built for dependable, extended
service. The availability of many optional features permits TPS to tailor its units to meet the many unique
needs of individual customers.

In its over 30 year history Taylor Power Systems has established a solid reputation for quality, innovation,
and service. TPS products meet critical needs for prime and standby power in many environments: such
as water systems, hospitals, governmental emergency operations, commercial buildings, residences,
telecommunications sites, agricultural and refrigerated containers on ships, barges, ports, rail transportation
or on over-the-road trucks.

The Taylor name is identified with development and delivery of equipment built to the highest standards
meeting the unique needs of each customer. Taylor does not adhere to a "one-size-fits-all" philosophy.
This is true in the heavy industrial lift equipment Taylor Machine Works has marketed around the world for
more than 90 years. It is also true of the multiple power resources offered by Taylor Power Systems.

The Taylor name is legendary for exceptional customer service and after-sale support. This reputation
carries over in the service Taylor Power Systems provides to its vast, diversified customer population. The
commitment to exceptional customer service can be found from the initial contact between a potential
customer and TPS through delivery of the final product, and follow-up parts and service support. TPS can
also provide continual preventive maintenance support for its products.

Taylor Power Environmental Products division is committed to providing industry and business with the
best possible solutions for wastewater treatment and recovery. Available product resources are closed
loop recycle, surface and sewer discharge units, storm-water run-off, by-product recovery, chemical
treatment, carbon filtration, as well as other designs. These products can provide important service and
support in equipment wash-down areas, transportation centers, engine repair facilities, construction areas,
industrial locations, food processing, rendering, and agricultural by-products operations. The founding
commitment to FAITH-VISION-WORK of Taylor Machine Works continues in Taylor Power Systems.
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